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A large number of new states have been reported during the last few years in charmonium spectroscopy
above the charmed meson production threshold. They have been called X ’s, Y ’s, and Z ’s. We reflect
on the influence of thresholds on heavy meson spectroscopy comparing different flavor sectors and
quantum numbers. The validity of a quark-model picture above open-flavor thresholds would severely
restrict the number of channels that may lodge meson–meson molecules.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.
There is general agreement among the hadron physics commu-
nity that the constituent quark model is a good phenomenology
for charmonium and bottomonium below their respective flavor
thresholds. It is in this context that discoveries during the recent
years of new states in the heavy flavor sector provide tantalizing
hints of the underlying dynamics elsewhere in spectroscopy. If this
was established it could lead to a more unified and mature picture
of hadron spectroscopy. A recurring old question arises again: be-
ing some of these new states firmly established (as it is the case
of the X(3872)), could they be fitted into the quark model scheme
or are we in front of the breakdown of such a pattern?

The question above has been the flagship of many experimental
and theoretical efforts during the last two decades. In spite of the
success of the quark-model picture for the description of the heavy
meson spectra [1], the limit for its applicability was questioned,
trying to learn why the constituent quark model was wrong [2].
The possible impact of thresholds on the hadronic spectrum came
up soon as a relevant mechanism in an attempt to go beyond the
adiabatic approximation [3]. The scarce experimental data did not
allow to arrive to any definitive conclusion. Such scenario was re-
lived with the hectic times of the θ+ . The existence of this state
was, for some time, considered a possible hint pointing to the end
of the constituent quark model [4]. At the same time, the first
warnings about the experimental data were highlighted. It was no-
ticed that listing all of the mesons from the PDG as a function of
J PC indicated that the light hadron dynamics was clearly overpop-
ulated, showing that not all data could be correct. The increasing
experimental data in the excited heavy-meson spectra came to
reinforce the suspect that the successful quark-model picture for
charmonium may get significant distortion from the D D̄ threshold
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region. On the experimental side, the need of caution about the
proliferation of low-statistics experimental data has been posed.
It has been noticed that experimental signals of 3σ will proba-
bly disappear 80% of times [5]. Moreover, there is a well-known
difficulty for disentangling resonances from cusps due to the open-
ing of thresholds, what may provide an alternative explanation to
some of the recently reported new states [6].

Our purpose in this Letter is to discuss how the new set of
states reported could offer insight to check the validity of the con-
stituent quark model beyond flavor thresholds. It would severely
restrict the number of channels that may lodge meson–meson
molecules. Out of the many states recently reported in charmo-
nium and bottomonium spectroscopy, we do not really know how
many will survive future experimental screenings. We are still
shocked by the θ+ resonance, seen by so many experiments that
later on did not find anything. There is only one state that has been
firmly established by different collaborations and whose properties
seem to be hardly accommodated in the quark–antiquark scheme,
this is the X(3872) [7]. Regarding the zoo of other states that have
been proposed, we have to stay tuned but also be cautious [4,5].
Some members of this XY Z jungle are awaiting confirmation,
seen only by one collaboration, like the intriguing charged state
Z(4430), seen by Belle but not by BaBar [8]. Other members of this
jungle cannot be excluded to fit into the simple quark–antiquark
scheme, like the Z(3930) recently identified as the χc2(2P ) char-
monium state [9]. Other experimental signals seen only by a par-
ticular experiment, in some of the expected decay modes, or with
low statistics, could just be the reflection of the opening of thresh-
olds [6].

Let us start by discussing Fig. 1. In this figure we have plot-
ted the experimental thresholds [10] of four-quark systems made
of a heavy and a light quark and their corresponding antiquarks
for several sets of quantum numbers, J PC , in three different flavor
sectors: Q = s, hidden strange; Q = c, hidden charm; and Q = b,
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Fig. 1. Experimental thresholds of four-quark systems made of a heavy and a light quark and their corresponding antiquarks, Q nQ̄ n̄ with Q = s, c, or b, for several sets of
quantum numbers, J PC . We have set as our origin of energies the K K̄ , D D̄ and B B̄ masses for the hidden strange, charm and bottom sectors, respectively.
hidden bottom. In every flavor sector we represent the mass dif-
ference with respect to the mass of K K̄ , D D̄ and B B̄ , respectively.
In a constituent quark model picture, the four-quark state Q nQ̄ n̄
could either split into (Q n̄) − (nQ̄ ) or (Q Q̄ ) − (nn̄). One observes
how the general trend for all quantum numbers is that the mass
of the (Q Q̄ ) − (nn̄) two-meson system is larger than the mass of
the (Q n̄) − (nQ̄ ) two-meson state for Q = s, but it is smaller for
Q = c or b. It is remarkable the case of J PC = 1++ for Q = c,
where the (Q Q̄ ) − (nn̄) and the (Q n̄) − (nQ̄ ) two-meson states
are almost degenerate. The reverse of the ordering of the masses
of the (Q Q̄ ) − (nn̄) and (Q n̄) − (nQ̄ ) thresholds when increas-
ing the mass of the heavy quark for all J PC quantum numbers
can be simply understood within the constituent quark model with
a Cornell-like potential [4]. The binding of a coulombic system is
proportional to the reduced mass of the interacting particles. Thus,
for a two-meson threshold with a heavy–light light–heavy quark
structure, the binding of any of the two mesons does not change
much when increasing the mass of the heavy flavor, due to the re-
duced mass of each meson being close to the mass of the light
quark. However, if the two-meson state presents a heavy–heavy
light–light quark structure, the binding of the heavy–heavy me-
son increases with the mass of the heavy particle while that of
the light–light meson remains constant, becoming this threshold
lighter than the heavy–light light–heavy two-meson structure, as
seen in Fig. 1.
Such a picture, together with the absence of long-range forces
[11] in a charmonium-light two-meson system, may suggest dif-
ferent consequences for the existence of molecules close to the
meson–antimeson threshold. First, the possible existence of such
molecules in the hidden-strange sector. If the K K̄ interaction is
attractive for some particular set of quantum numbers, this two-
meson system may be stable because no any other threshold ap-
pears below, the dissociation of the molecule being therefore for-
bidden (see the Q = s states for any J PC quantum numbers in
Fig. 1). Such a possibility would become more probable for those
quantum numbers where the quark model seems to work worst,
those cases where one needs a P-wave in the simplest quark model
structure, qq̄, but can be obtained in S-wave from a four-quark sys-
tem. In these cases, the mass of the four-quark system could be
even below the predicted lowest quark–antiquark state. This is pre-
cisely the idea suggested by Weinstein and Isgur [12] as a plausible
explanation of the proliferation of scalar mesons in the light quark
sector. They concluded the J PC = 0++ and 1++ quantum numbers
to be the best candidates to lodge a meson–antimeson molecule.
These quantum numbers are P-wave in the quark model but S-
wave in the four-quark picture and besides they are spin triplet,
having therefore an attractive spin–spin interaction [12].

Second, the possibility of finding meson–antimeson molecules
contributing to the meson spectrum becomes more and more dif-
ficult when increasing the mass of the heavy flavor, due to the
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Fig. 2. (a) (I) J PC = (0)1++ cnc̄n̄ Fredholm determinant [13]. The dashed line stands for a calculation considering only charmed mesons, the solid line includes also the J/Ψω
two-meson system. (b) Same as (a) for bottomonium.
lowering of the mass of the (Q Q̄ )− (nn̄) threshold (see the Q = c
or b states for any J PC quantum numbers in Fig. 1). This would
make the system dissociate immediately. In such cases, the pres-
ence of attractive meson–antimeson thresholds would manifest
in the scattering cross section but they will not lodge a physi-
cal resonance. These ideas favored the interpretation of several of
the experimental signals in charmonium and bottomonium spec-
troscopy above flavor thresholds as originated from the opening of
the threshold and not being resonances [6].

Thus, only a few channels may lodge molecular resonances.
As discussed above, there is a remarkable exception to the gen-
eral rule, the (I) J PC = (0)1++ quantum numbers in the charmo-
nium sector. In this case the (cn̄) − (nc̄) (D D̄∗) and (cc̄) − (nn̄)

( J/Ψω) thresholds are almost degenerate, and the attractive D D̄∗
interaction together with the cooperative effect of the almost de-
generate two-meson thresholds give rise to the widely discussed
X(3872) [13]. In spite of the general idea that the stability of a
system made of quarks comes favored by increasing the mass of
the heavy flavor, it becomes more complicated when several vec-
tors in color space contribute to generate a color singlet, as it the
case of four-quark systems [14]. The reason is that, as explained
above, the mass of one of the thresholds, (Q Q̄ ) − (nn̄), diminishes
rapidly when the heavy quark mass increases (see Fig. 1), mak-
ing therefore the meson–antimeson system, (Q n̄) − (nQ̄ ), unsta-
ble. This simple reasoning of coupled-channel calculations is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. The calculation is based in an interaction between
quarks containing a universal one-gluon exchange, confinement,
and a chiral potential between light quarks [15]. As we can see
in the left panel, the D D̄∗ interaction (dashed line) is attractive,
but not attractive enough to generate a resonance (the Fredholm
determinant does not go through zero). It is the coupling to the
almost degenerate J/Ψω channel (solid line) the responsible for
having a bound state just below the D D̄∗ threshold. Such an ex-
planation comes reinforced by the recent observation of the decay
X(3872) → J/Ψω [16]. When the mass of the heavy quark is aug-
mented from charm to bottom, the B B̄∗ becomes more attractive
due to the decreasing of the kinetic energy and having essentially
the same interaction. However, the coupling to the lower chan-
nel, Υ ω, destroys any possibility of having a bound state (see right
panel of Fig. 2). Thus, based on the constituent quark model ideas,
one should not expect a twin of the X(3872) in bottomonium
spectroscopy like those pointed out in hadronic models based on
the traditional meson theory of the nuclear forces or resorting to
heavy quark symmetry arguments [11].
One may also think that the proliferation of resonances above
flavor thresholds could rely on our poor knowledge of confine-
ment. Confinement is usually described in terms of simple pair-
wise interactions, but its realization at low energy may be much
closer to a many-body force. Refs. [17] have analyzed the stability
of Q nQ̄ n̄ and Q Q n̄n̄ systems in a simple string model by consid-
ering only a multiquark confining interaction in an attempt to dis-
cern whether confining interactions not factorizable as two-body
potentials would influence the stability of four-quark states. The
ground state of systems made of two quarks and two antiquarks
of equal masses was found to be below the dissociation threshold.
Whereas for the cryptoexotic Q nQ̄ n̄ the binding decreases with
increasing mass ratio mQ /mn , for the flavor exotic Q Q n̄n̄ the ef-
fect of mass symmetry breaking is opposite. This effect contrary
to binding will be even larger when the mass ratio between the
heavy and the light quark becomes larger, as it would be the case
of molecular structures in the charmonium or bottomonium spec-
tra.

The discussion on the last paragraph drives us to a brief com-
ment on exotic states Q Q n̄n̄. In this case the situation is rather
different to the non-exotic Q nQ̄ n̄ system, because the possible
dissociation thresholds do not contain states made of a heavy
quark and a heavy antiquark, whose binding would increase lin-
early with the mass of the heavy flavor. Thus, stability will be
favored by increasing the mass of the heavy flavor, being much
more probable in the bottom sector than in the strange one. This
simple coupled-channel effect, that has been discussed in detail
in Ref. [18], is illustrated in Fig. 3. As we can see, the coupling to
the heavier vector–vector two-meson state makes the system more
attractive, the effect being much more important for the system
containing two bottom quarks, generating thus larger binding ener-
gies. The search of such exotic states is a hot experimental subject
for the incoming years in different experimental facilities [19].

Our discussion above may be easily generalized to the possi-
ble existence of charged resonances contributing to charmonium or
bottomonium spectroscopy. In this case, the coupling to channels
containing the light pion destroys the degeneracy between meson–
antimeson and charmonium-light two-meson thresholds, an im-
portant mechanism for binding four-quark states in the I = 0 sec-
tor. This excludes, for example, the existence of charged partners
of the X(3872), as explained in Ref. [13]. Only one S-wave chan-
nel, the J PC = 2++ , where the coupling to the charmonium-pion
two-meson system is prohibited, may be candidate for lodging a
resonance close above the D∗ D̄∗ threshold, as has been already
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Fig. 3. (a) (I) J P = (0)1+ ccn̄n̄ Fredholm determinant [18]. The dashed line stands for a single channel calculation with the lightest two charmed mesons, the solid line
includes the coupling to the relevant excited channels. (b) Same as (a) for bottomonium.
discussed both from the experimental and theoretical points of
view [20].

Summarizing, recent experimental data on charmonium spec-
troscopy have suggested the existence of a large number of states
above charmed meson thresholds. They have been baptized as X ’s,
Y ’s, and Z ’s, due to their unusual properties not easily explained in
terms of simple quark–antiquark pairs. Such proliferation of states
has pointed out to the existence of meson–antimeson molecules.
In a quark-model picture we have justified how such molecules
may contribute to the light meson spectroscopy. In particular,
they could explain the existence of non-quark–antiquark states for
quantum numbers that can be obtained from four-quarks in an S-
wave but need orbital angular momentum from a quark–antiquark
pair. When increasing the mass of the heavy flavor, the possibility
of having meson–antimeson resonances decreases with the mass
of the heavy quark. Only in some particular cases the cooperative
effect of nearby two-meson channels with an attractive meson–
antimeson interaction may produce resonances in the charmonium
sector, the X(3872) being the example par excellence. Increasing
the mass of the heavy quark destroys the possibility of a twin state
in the bottom sector, against the predictions of hadronic models
based on the traditional meson theory of the nuclear forces or
heavy quark symmetry. Improved confinement interactions consid-
ering many-body forces do not enhance the probability of having
stable four-quark states in the energy region close to the flavor
thresholds. In fact, confining many-body forces would go against
the stability of non-exotic four-quark states. Finally, in the exotic
sector, due to the nonexistence of thresholds made of two heavy
quarks, the stability of two-meson states would increase with the
mass of the heavy quark.

The scenario that has been discussed in the present Letter is
far from taking your favorite random model, finding the J PC states
that agree with it and then ignoring, excusing or tweaking the
model to apologize for those that do not. It is important to keep
the big picture in mind if we are to progress. Focus on the wood,
not the trees. Only better experimental data will give the defi-
nite answer to the correctness of the ideas drawn in this Letter.
The scenario proposed would fit the current experimental data
through the simple extension of the constituent quark model we
have presented and provides a smooth transition from quark to
hadronic degrees of freedom. We hope that our contribution will
stimulate a critical analysis of the recent experimental data and
theoretical investigations to disentangle resonances from thresh-
olds.
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